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Summary 
fu this master thesis, a study of axial segregation in metal halide high intensity discharge lamps is 
presented.These mercmy ftlled lamps are enriched with additives, which radiate very efficiently 
in the visible spectrum. The problem with these lamps is co lor separation, i.e. the upper part of 
the lamp radiates different colors than the lower part. 
fu this thesis, the additive Dysprosium is studied. The radiators, like Dysprosium, are mainly 
situated in the lower part of the discharge in the lamp. This is due to an effect described by Fisher 
and is called axial segregation. Axial segregation appears, because diffusive and convective flows 
compete. If diffusive and convective flows are of equal magnitude, axial segregation becomes 
visible. To study axial segregation, the ratio between diffusion and convection is varied. 
With a specially equipped airplane, different gravitational conditions are simulated by means of a 
pull up or free fall motion. fuside the airplane, periods of about 20s of zero G and 2G can be 
simulated. fu zero G, convection is canceled because gravity is the driving force for convection. 
For the same reason convection in 2G is faster than in the normall G conditions. 

Absorption spectroscopy is performed to determine the absolute number density of ground state 
Dysprosium atoms. With this density, axial segregation is studied. The author derives, explains 
and uses a new data analysis technique to determine the radially resolved absolute number 
density of ground state Dysprosium atoms. 

From the studied density, it is verified that the cold spot temperature, the convective speed and 
the amount of mercury in the lamp influence the amount of Dysprosium in the discharge. 
Furthennore, it takes many tens of seconds for the cold spot temperature to settie from startup, 
because it takes time for the energy balance ofthe lamp to settle. 
From the time resolved density, it is concluded that in our lamps convection is dominant under 
normal and hyper gravity conditions. This is in agreement with estimations made for the 
convection and diffusion times. 
From the zero G measurements, it was determined that the two highest pressured lamps do not 
end up in equilibrium, 20s after the transition from 2G. The lower pressured lamp may be on the 
edge ofbeing in equilibrium. This is in agreement with diffusion times of molecules, like Dyh 
and Dyzl6, traveling along the axis ofthe lamp, which arealso about 20s. 

More accurate estimations of diffusion and convection timescan be obtained by computer 
simulations, but it is concluded that Fisher's model is able to explain the effect called axial 
segregation. 
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Chapter 1 Introduetion 
A large percentage (about 25%) ofthe world's energy consumption goes to lighting. By 
improving the efficiency of our light sources, humanity can do with less energy. This is very 
important, because energy is becoming increasingly scarce and in turn more expensive. A small 
increase in the efficiency oflamps will therefore result in a massive saving in the world's energy 
consumption. 
This is one of the reasons a research project called AR GES (Greek for brightener) was started by 
the plasma group EPG ofthe faculty for physics ofthe Eindhoven University ofTechnology 
(TU/e) and Philips Central Development Lighting (CDL) some years ago. 
In this master thesis, an examination of a set of metal halide high intensity discharge lamps (MH 
lamps or HID lamps) is presented. These lamps are very efficient due to certain additives, which 
mainly radiate in the visible spectrum. The visual efficiency ofthe HID lampscan be up to 40%, 
in contrast to regular light bulbs, which transfonn about 5% of the input power into visible light. 
Unfortunately, the HID lamps are not applicable for all sorts ofuse. To be able to use this very 
efficient light souree for as many applications as possible, research is needed in order to gain 
more insight into what is happening inside ofthe HID lamp. 
One ofthe problems ofthe HID lamp is axial segregation. This means that the additives are not 
distributed evenly over the discharge in the lamp, causing the color differences displayed in 
Figure 7. In this thesis, the author investigates the axial segregation phenomena and wants to 
know if the known theory can explain the axial segregation phenomena. 
Axial segregation is caused by the transport of particles in the discharge of the lamp. These 
transports are not understood well enough, especially the diffusive and convective transports of 
additives. Because convection is driven by gravity, weightlessness is simulated in orderto study 
the diffusive processes separately and hyper gravity is simulated to study the effect of an 
increased convective transport. 
Axial segregation is studied by measuring the absolute number density of the additive 
Dysprosium at certain position in the discharge. 
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Metal Halide High lntensity Discharge lamps 

Figure 1 shows an IUD lamp. The lamp consists of a bumer, which is a quartz cylinder with an 
inner diameter of 8mm, an outer diameter of 1 Omm and a length of 24mm. Through the bumer 
two electrodes are positioned on opposite sides, between which a plasma or discharge can be 
created. A square wave current of 80Hz at 150W 'fuels' a buming lamp. Quartz is used as bumer 
material, because the bumer must be transparent and yet withstand temperatures up to 1200K. 
To prevent energy losses by convection of air on the outside of the bumer, for proteetion and tor 
UV shielding, an outer bulb, called a Buba (BuitenBallon), is added. Between the Buba and the 
bumer, vacuum or an inert gas is present. 

Figure 1: Photograph of an lllD lamp. 

The bumer is filled with a starting gas, an amount of mercury (Hg) and a metal halide additive, 
which in our case is the saltDysprosium tri-lodide (Dyh). Ifthe lamp is tumed on, a mercury 
plasma is formed with a pressure of 1-50bar. Due to high temperatures in the lamp, an amount of 
Dy 13 from the salt pool, situated undemeath the bottorn electrode, evaporates. The partial 
pressure ofDyl3 at the bottorn ofthe lamp is typically 5-50mbar. Dyh enters the plasma. In the 
center ofthe plasma, high temperatures are present in which Dyh dissociates into Dy and I. The 
Dysprosium atom is a very efficient radiator and radiates at lots of wavelengtbs in the visib le 
spectrum, which is the reason these lamps are very promising. 
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Parabolic Flight Campaign (PFC) 

a - b 
~ 
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0 

..!!.. 
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0 

F igure 2a and b: On the left (a), the Novespace airplane specially equipped to perform PFC's. On the right 
(b ), the parabolic sequence. 

In this thesis, the amount of ground state Dysprosium atoms in experimental HID lamps will be 
measured during different gravitational conditions. The ratio between diffusion and convection 
changes with gravity, because diffusi ve processes do not change with different gravitational 
conditions, while convection is driven by gravity. 
To simulate different gravitational conditions, the airplane pictured in Figure 2a is used. This 
planeis modi:fied to house about 20 experimentsin parabolic flight. On a day ofparabolic flight, 
the plane performs 31 parabolic sequences ofwhich one is pictured in Figure 2b. 
When the planeis flying leveled at about 16,000feet, 1G (1 x the gravity on earth) is experienced. 
The plane will then pull up forabout 20 seconds during which 1.8G is experienced. When the 
plane has an angle of about 45 degrees with the earth, a parabola is started. This means that the 
pilot compensates to keep all volumetrie forces as close to zero as he possibly can. During this 
phase, which takesabout 25 seconds, the path ofthe plane can bedescribed by a parabola and 
micro gravity is experienced ( -0.01 G). An impression of the micro gravity phase is shown in 
Figure 3. At the end ofthe micro gravity phase, the pilot has to pull up in order to avoid crashing 
into the Atlantic Ocean. The second pull up phase of about 1.8G takes about 20 seconds after 
which 1 G is re-established. 
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Figure 3: Photograph ofthe zero gravity experience. From left to right Jovita Moerel, Marc van Kemenade 
and Marco Haverlag are floating. The two laptops control the PFC setup. The picture is supplied by the 
European Space Agency ESA and is made in October 2003. 

Outline of the thesis 
In Chapter 2, the author will present the theory used to explain what is happening in the lamps, 
also the theoretica! basis ofthe data analysis methad will be given. In Chapter 3, the 
instrumentation will be presented and the data analysis methad will be explained, shown and 
discussed. The results are presented in Chapter 4, in Chapter 5 conclusions are drawn and 
recommendations are gi ven. 
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Chapter 2 Theory 
In this chapter, it is stated why our lamps are NOT in Local Thermadynamie Equilibrium LTE. 
This will impact the other sections that follow in this chapter. The theoretica! basis of the data 
analysis method performed on the data from the absorption spectrometer will be described. In 
addition, some important physical phenomena occurring in HID lamps will be described: 

Line broadening, 
Evaporation ofDyl3, 
Dissociation -recombination of Dy h, 
lonization of the Dysprosium atom, 
Diffusion of Dysprosium atoms and Dysprosium related molecules, 
Convection, 
Radial segregation 
And axial segregation. 

Local Thermal Equilibrium (L TE) 
Our lamps are not in Thermal Equilibrium TE, because line radiation leaving the plasma can be 
detected [7]. In TE, plank's law is valid and only radiation due to the temperature ofthe plasma 
willleave the plasma. 
LTE is a departure of TE in which matterand radiation are decoupled Tmatter i- Tradiation and line 
radiation leaves the plasma. The electron temperature, the ion temperature and the temperature of 
the neutrals are still equal, but gradients in both time and space keep the plasma buming. The 
following balances are still present in LTE: 

Boltzmann, 
Sahaand 
Maxwell. 

The Boltzmann balance describes the process of exitation-de-exitation of particles in a plasma. 
The Saha balance describes the ionization-recombination process. The Maxwell balance 
describes the energy dis tribution of the particles in the plasma. For LTE to be valid, the loss of 
radiation must be small compared to the exchange of energy between particles. Because the input 
of power is 150W and the output of light is about 50W, LTE cannot be assumed. 
A more thorough investigation is required ho wever to determine how far the plasma is from LTE. 
lt is still possible that LTE is an accurate approximation. This is the case when the redistribution 
of energy states is fast enough to compensate for the loss of radiation. If departure from LTE 
occurs in our lamps, this will result in a higher populated ground state energy level [20]. 
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Absorption spectroscopy 
Absorption spectroscopy is chosen because it allows us to determine the absolute number density 
of ground state (Dysprosium) atoms in HID lamps in a direct way. Emission spectroscopy is not 
an option, because it is not known LTE is an acceptable approximation for the discharges. The 
ground state density, therefore, cannot be derived by using the Boltzmann balance. Ho wever, 
Boltzmann's equation must be used todetermine the ground state number density using emission 
spectroscopy, because direct measurement ofthe ground state with emission spectroscopy is 
impossible, i.e. a ground state atom does not radiate line radiation. 

To be able to use absorption spectroscopy, an equation linking the absorption oflaser light to the 
absolute number density of ground state atoms needs to be derived. 
The denvation is started with the intensity change of a beam of radiation passing through a 
plasma, i.e. both an absorbing and emitting medium, which can be represented by the differential 
equation [8]: 

(1) 

with Iv(s) the speetral intensity ofthe beam (in wm-2sr-1Hz-1),jv(s) the plasma emission 
coefficient (in wm-3sr-1Hz-1

) and K(v,s) the absorption coefficient (in m-1
) for frequency v (in s-1

) 

at location s (in m). In our case, the intensity from the laser is much higher than the emission by 
the plasma.jv(s) will therefore be neglected. 
A ground state Dysprosium atom is excited from ground state q to a higher state p if a photon 
with wavelength À ;:::; 642.19nm collides with the atom. Equation 2 is derived by the author in 
Appendix A, it states the absorption coefficient for ground state Dysprosium atoms in a 
discharge. This equation is valid in LTE and in non-LTE conditions with an overpopulation of 
the ground state. 
In equation 2, Apq (in s-1

) is the Einstein coefficient for spontaueaus emission, respectively gp and 
gq are the number of states allowed to be in state p and q, nq(s) the number density of ground state 
Dysprosium atoms (in m-3

) and q_~v(v,s) the line shape ofthe transition (in s-1
). The line shape will 

be explained in the next paragraph. 

(2) 

In addition, in appendix A, the absorption equation (3) is derived, which is a new equation and 
the basis ofthe analysis ofthe absorption spectroscopy data presented in this thesis. Note that this 
equation is not valid ifthe absmbanee ofthe beam passing through the lamp is 100%, ifthe 
plasma emission is not negligible or if stimulated emission is not negligible. 

(3) 
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with l;._,d the intensity of light at wavelength À (in m) on the detector at lateral position in the 
bumer x (in m), h,o the intensity of light, ifnon ofthe photons are absotbed. cis the speed of 
light (in ms-1

), an is a fitting parameter and .fn(x) is the nth Abel polynomial of which the fust five 
are listed in appendix B. Note that because ourmeasurement instrumentation is also in 
wavelengths, the switch was made from frequencies to wavelengths. 
When the an's are calculated, nq(r) is known. 

nq (r )= Lanrn (4) 
n=O 

The 100% absorption limit is not reached, ifthe spectralline is optically thin. However, 
absmption must be enough to be able to measure it. The optical thickness To of the 642.19nm line 
is estimated using equation 5 [23], if To < 1 the line is considered optically thin. 

r = k R = 1.06 ·10-s Reff.f. glower (n) exj- Elower) o o eff 7l·8v Q(T) rl kBT 

and 

with [23] 

J = Apq gp ·1.499 *104 ;e 
gq 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

with ko the absorption coefficient (in m-1
), Reffis the effective radius (in m), which is defined as 

halfthe length ofthe path through the absotbing material. k8 is Boltzmann's constant (in kgs-2K-
1), <n> is the average number density of the absorbing atom (in m-3), T is the average temperature 
of the plasma (in K),fis the oscillator strength and t5v is the line width at FWHM (Full Width at 
Half Maximum) ofthe absorption line (in s-1

). Ezower is the energy ofthe lower energy state (in J). 
Elower = Eq = 0, because for the line in question the lower energy state is the ground state. glower 

and gq are therefore equal. Q(T) is the partition ftmction that holds the energy-weighted sumover 
all energy levels Ei of the neutral atomie species in LTE. 

(8) 

Equations 5 and 8 can be combined, yielding 

(9) 
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In Table 1, the estimated values used in equation 9 are presented. The absorption line is 
considered optically thin, because ro < 1. The percentage of light that will be abso:rbed is 
calculated using equation 6 and is about 45%. 

Table 1: Estimated optical thickness [2) [5]. 

Line broadening 
In the paragraph above, it was mentioned that an optica! transition would be scanned. This 
transition is of free Dysprosium atoms. Such transitions have certain line shapes, which are due to 
a combination ofthe following line broadening mechanisms [10]: 

Naturalline broadening, 
Doppier line broadening, 
Resonance line broadening 
Stark line broadening, 
V.d. Waals line broadening. 

Naturalline broadening [10] is due to Heisenberg's uncertainty principle Mi" flr1 - h. For the line 
in question, the FWHM resulting from this broadening is about 3.5*10-8nm. So naturalline 
broadening is not considered important in this thesis. 
Doppier line broadening [10] is due to the well-known Doppier effect. If a partiele moves from 
the detector, the transition will be shifted towards the red, when it moves towards the detector the 
transition will shift towards the blue. In a mix ofvery fast moving particles, in the discharge, 
move both towards and from the detector. The FWHM value ofthis broadening is about 2.6*10-
3nm. This is also too small to be concemed about. 
Resonance broadening is due to particles ofthe same kind. The discharges in question mainly 
consist ofHg atoms. Dysprosium particles are therefore not likely to interact with each other, 
because the Dysprosium particles do not interact strongly, so the Dysprosium lines will not be 
broadened by this mechanism. 
Stark broadening is due to electrical fields. In our discharges, the electron densities are about 
1021m-3 [20], Stark broadening can therefore have a significant effect on our spectralline. 
V.d.Waals broadening is due to particles of a different kind. In our plasma, the Hg atoms perturn 
the Dysprosium atoms. In our lamps, the number density ofHg atoms is in the order of 1025m-3

. 

This means that V.d.Waals broadening can also have a significant effect on our line. 

By means of a two-body-collision model, it is determined that bothStark and V.d.Waals 
broadening give a Lorentzian shaped line profile [10]. With emission spectroscopy, an FWHM of 
the total broadening of about 0.05nm is measured. 
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Eva po ration of Dyl3 

Before Dysprosium atoms enter the plasma, Dyh molecules must evaporate. The boiling 
temperature ofDyh is 1600K, the melting temperature is 1250K and the temperatures ofthe 
'cold spots' of our quartz-HID lamps areabout 1100K [22]. This does not mean that there is no 
evaporation. Above evecy solid, a vapor is present, especially at about 1100K. 
It is concluded that there is a liquid or solid pool ofDyl3 situated at the coldest spot, also known 
as the 'cold spot' ofthe HID lamp. hl equilibrium, Dyl3 vapor is formed above the cold spotand 
particles move in and out ofthe cold spot's vapor. hl Table 2, somevalues are given fora lamp 
with lOmg Hg at different cold spot temperatures. A few degrees difference in cold spot 
temperature results in a big difference in Dy 13 vapor pressure just above the cold spot. 
The temperature ofthe cold spot determines the maximum vaporpressure ofDysprosium in the 
plasma. Because the number density of Dy atoms nDy is measured, the ideal gas law (10) is used 
with T = T eff=3000K [5] to estimate the average elemental number density of Dysprosium over a 
line of sight nDy *. 

(10) 

Table 2: The maximum elemental pressure of Dy at different cold spot temperatures, determined by tbe vapor 
pressure of Dyl3 above the solidor liquid Dyl3 [15). The table also gives theelemental number density of 
Dysprosium at Pvy with a plasma temperafure of 3000K. 

Tcold spot in K pDyinPa nDy in lOL! m-5 

1000 6.85 0.17 
1010 9.52 0.23 
1020 13.17 0.32 
1030 18.12 0.44 
1040 24.81 0.60 
1050 33.80 0.82 
1060 45.85 1.11 
1070 61.90 1.50 
1080 83.21 2.01 
1090 111.37 2.69 
1100 148.46 3.59 
1110 197.98 4.78 
1120 260.6 6.29 
1130 343.3 8.29 
1140 450.6 10.88 
1150 589.1 14.23 

It is assumed that the diffusion time between particles from the vapor to the plasma is much faster 
than the diffusion times of particles through the plasma. 
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Dissociation-recombination of Dyl3 

When a Dyh molecule evaporates, it can travel through the HID lamp and willencounter areas 
with different temperatures. If temperatures are high enough, like at the center ofthe HID lamp, 
Dyl3 dissociates into Dylz, Dyl and finally into Dy and 31 atoms in accordance with the free 
energy minimization principle [2]. Iftemperatures are low enough, when the particles travel 
towards the wall ofthe bumer, Dy and I can recombine back into Dyl3 through Dyl and Dyl2, but 
at sufficiently low temperatures, other molecules are also possible, like Dyzlt>. 
Due to the temperature profile in the lamp [5], the particles in question, i.e. the ground state Dy 
atoms, will reside in the center of the plasma, where the temperature is the highest. The result is a 
dis tribution shown in Figure 4. With a radius R*, which will be called the radius of molecular 
formation. Outside of this radius, almost all Dysprosium atoms have tumed into molecules. 
lnside ofthis radius, the atoms freely move around, but they can also get temporarily ionized, 
attach themselves to other particles or get excited to a higher energy state. 
In equilibrium, no net diffusive elemental flux of Dy is present and the radius of molecular 
formation R* will be set. This phenomenal is called radial separation. The temperature profile 
along the radius ofthe lamp determines R*. 

Figure 4: Schematic of a cross-section of a buming IHD lamp with inner bumer radiusRand radius of 
molecular formation R*. For r < R• the Dysprosium atom is present. 
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looization of Dy in HID lamps 
Due to high temperatures in HID lamps, a certain amount of Dy atoms will be ionized [7]. In 
LTE, the degree of ionization obeys Saha' s equation. 

(11) 

In Saha's equation, respectively np, ni and ne are the number density of Dy atoms in energy state 
p, the number density of Dy i ons and the number density of electrous in the plasma. The 
respective constauts gp, gi and ge are the number of states allowed for the Dy atom in energy state 
p, the number of states allowed for the Dy ion and the number of states allowed for the electron. h 
is Plank's constant (in m2kgs-1

), me is the electronic mass (in kg) and EionP is the ionization energy 
ofDy. Te is the electron temperature in the plasma (in K). 

lonization will predominantly occur at the center of an HID lamp, because ionization strongly 
depends on temperature, which is highest at the center. To get an idea of the ionization degree 
versus radius in the lamp, Figure 5 is presented. In constructing this figure, a parabolic 
temperature profile is assumed with a temperature at the center (r = Omm) of 5000K and a wall 
temperature (r = 4mm) of lOOOK. Because Saha's equation is strongly dependant on temperature 
and the electron density along the radius of the lamp is not known, the electron density was 
considered constant along the radius ofthe lamp. lt was assumed that ne = 1021m-3 [20]. In reality, 
this is of course not the case; nevertheless does Figure 5 give an impression of the ionization in 
the discharge. 
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Figure 5: An impression ofthe ionization degree of Dysprosium in the HID lamp from a system in LTE. 

Diffusion 
Dy atoms typically move much fasterthrough plasma than molecules like Dyh due totheir larger 
size. Estimating the typical time of diffusion Tdiffosion of Dy, Dyl3 and Dy2k, equations 12 to 17 [9] 
were used. In Table 3 and Table 7, the parameters are listed used to estimate the diffusion times 
along the radius ofthe lamp, which are presented in Table 4, and the diffusion times along the 
axis ofthe lamp, which are listed in Table 5. 

R z 
7: dijfusion = D 

with 

and with 

(12) 

(13) 
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( J
- 1 

1 1 
Jl- --+-

mHg mP 

(14) 

In these equations, Dis the diffusion constant (in m2s-1
), Teff the effective temperature in the 

discharge ofthe lamp, which is defined as the average temperature overthe total volume ofthe 
discharge [5]. pis the reduced mass (in kg), vP the collision frequency ofparticle p with Hg (ins-
1), mHg the mass of a mercury atom and mp the mass ofthe partiele in question. For the collision 
frequency, equation 16 has to be used, which is basedon solid sphere collisions. This is valid, 
because the particles in question (i.e. Hg, Dy, Dyl3 and Dy216) are neutral. 

(15) 

with nHg the number density of Hg, (JHg-p the cross-section of a collis ion between an Hg partiele 
and partielep (in m2) and v the average squared velocity ofthe fastest partiele (in ms-1

), i.e. Hg or 
partiele p. 

v=r:" (16) 

with m the mass of the particle. 

(17) 

with RHg the effective radius of an Hg atom and Rp the effective radius of partiele p. The effective 
radius is defined as the radius v.d.Waals forces act. 

Table 3: Parameters used to estimate typical diffusion times [16] [19]. 

mHginkg 3.3*10-..::> 
mDy in kg 2.7*10-"l) 

mrin kg 2.1 *10-..::> 
R Dy inm 2.26*10-lU 

R Dvi3 inm 4.60*10-IU 
R Dy2I6 inm 5.50*10-lU 
RH)! in m 2.09*10-IU 
Rinm 4*10-_j 

Linm 24*10-3 

T etr in K 3000 
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Table 4: Results of estimation of ditfusion times along the radius ofthe three measured lamps. 

nHf? in m -
5 

TDy dif!Usion ID S TDy/ 3 diffusion in S TDy216 dif!Usion in S 

0.97 *10z~ 0.11 0.45 0.70 
1.45*10L:l 0.17 0.67 1.39 
1.93*10z~ 0.22 0.89 1.04 

Table 5: Results of estimation of diffusion times along the axis ofthe three measured lamps. 

n Hf! in m-j i Dy dif/ûsion in S TDy/ 3 diffusion in S TDy2!6 ditfusion in S 

0.97*10L:l 4.0 16.1 25.1 
1.45 * 10z~ 6.0 24.1 50.0 
1.93*10L:l 8.1 32.1 37.5 

Convection 
Introducing gravity will add convection in the lamps, more gravity results in faster convective 
speeds. This could change the temperature profile [5] in the lampand shift R*. Like for diffusion, 
an estimate is made ofthe typical time of convection Tconvection· The result of a 1G situation is 
presented in Table 6. 

L 
'[' conveelion = --

V conveelion 

(18) 

Table 6: Estimated values used to calculate the typical convection timefora discharge with nng =1.93• 10
25m-3 [6]. 

V conveelion in mS i conveelion ID S 

0.2 0.1 
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Radial segregation 
In the section 'Diffusion', it is concluded that Dysprosium atoms diffuse faster along the radius 
of the lamp than Dysprosium molecules. In addition, it was concluded in the section 
'Dissociation-recombination of Dy l3' that radial separation occurs due to the temperature profile 
along the radius ofthe lamp. These two facts cause theelemental number density of Dysprosium 
to vary along the radius of the lamp. This is called radial segregation. 
During micro gravity and in equilibrium, convection is absent and the elemental Dysprosium 
pressure will be lower at the axis of the lamp than near the wall of the bumer as pictured in 
Figure 6. With increasing convection, the radial segregation will gradually disappear because 
convection mixes the Dysprosium across the burner faster than it can segregate by means of 
diffusion. Note than this does not necessarily mean radial seP Aration disappears. At the radius of 
molecular formation R•, the Dysprosium atom will still attach itself to other partic les. 

1.4 

1.2 

1.0 

~ 0 8 

~-c! 0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

--No 
-- lncreased 
--High 

0.0 -+--.----~----.-~--,--~-.---~~----.----. 
-0.004 -0 .002 0.000 0 .002 0.004 

Lateral position in m 

Figure 6: Sketch of radial segregation at three different convective speeds, i.e. No, lncreased and High. Less 
radial segregation corresponds to lower convective speeds. The partial elemental pressure P vy,E divided by the 
partial molecular pressure oear the waUpvy,M is pictured versus the lateral positioo in the bumer. 
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Axial segregation and the Fisher curve 
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Figure 7: On the left, a photograph and on the right, a schematic of au lDD lamp burning horizontaUy 
showing axial segregation. The photograph shows color separation. This is caused by the diffusive and 
convective fluxes shown in the schematic on the right 

As explained in the Introduction, axial segregation is present, which is pictured in Figure 7. The 
light emitting particles arenotspread evenly within the lamp. In this section, the physical 
processes causing this phenomenal will be considered. 
Due to a competition between diffusion and convection, schematically pictured in Figure 7, axial 
segregation [6] [11] is present. Fisher quantifies this competition. In Figure 8a, the Fisher curve is 
shown in which the axial segregation parameter À [11] is presented, for Dy the axial segregation 
parameter is defined as 
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1 dpDy 
Àv =----

Y Pvy dz 
(19) 

with PDy the partial pressure of Dy at r = Om. When gravity is low, diffusion wins the competition 
and the discharge has an axial segregation parameter, which is on the left hand side ofthe 
maximum of the curve 

(20) 

In our lampspo ~ PHg, because the partial pressure of additives is much lower than the mercury 
pressure. When gravity is high, convection wins the competition and the axial segregation 
parameter of the discharge is on the right hand side of the curve 

(21) 

The axial segregation parameter can also be pictured versus gravity. This is shown in Figure 8b. 
At both extremes, i.e. po= 0 and p o-----+ oo in Figure 8a or g = 0 and g-----+ oo in Figure 8b, no axial 
segregation is presentand À = om-1

. 

At g = 1G and 2G our lamps are in between the two. The estimations in the section 'Diffusion' 
and 'Convection' show that both the time of diffusion along the radius and the convection time 
are ofthe sameorder of magnitude. Convection is not enough to mix the Dy through the whole of 
the plasma. However, it is still strong enough to compete with the radial diffusive processes, 
which want to distribute the Dy evenly over the radius of the plasma. Because the two processes 
compete, the Dy will not be distributed evenly over the plasma, as shown in Figure 7. 

a b 

p ---g 

Figure Sa and b: Tbc Fisher curve, showing the axial segregation parameter versus the pressure in tbc lamp 
Po on the left hand side (a) and on the right hand side (b), the axial segregation parameter versus gravity g. 
Note that the points indicating the lG and 2G situation are arbitrarily chosen, they are different for 
differently pressured lamps. 
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The axial segregation parameter Jt determines the number density of Dy atoms n Dy versus the 
height in the HID lamp. 

(22) 

(23) 

In Figure 9, 3 profiles are shown. If Jt is zero, profile A, a constant density along the z-axis ofthe 
lamp sets. Increasing À williessen the total amount of Dy in the plasma column. This can be 
concluded from the decrease of the surface undemeath profile B and C. The number density of 
Dy atoms at z = Om is the density just above the lower electrode. This density depends on the 
temperature of the cold spot and the amount of radial segregation. 
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Figure 9: The number density of Dy atoms versus tbe beight between both electrodes in tbe lllD lamp. 
Different profiles show density profales for dift"erent values ofthe axial segregation parameter. The axial 
segregation value is zero for proïde A. Profile B and C have increasing axial segregation values. Tbe place at 
whicb is measured is indicated with a dasbed line at 5mm from the lower electrode. 
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Combining radial and axial segregation 
In zero gravity, axial segregation disappears and only radial segregation is left. In this situation, 
the ratio between atomie and molecular Dysprosium is 0.3 as calculated by Geijtenbeek [24]. 
When gravity is increased the density of Dysprosium atoms increases due to less radial 
segregation, but the effect of axial segregation is stronger and decreases the density as shown in 
Figure 10. 
At an unknown gravitational condition, the top of the Fisher curve is reached and at about this 
point the density starts increasing due to a still decreasing radial segregation in addition to a 
decrease in the axial segregation parameter. 
Finally, when gravity is very high the discharge mixes completely. Due to high convective 
speeds, the atomie Dysprosium pressure becomes equal to the molecular Dysprosium pressure 
above the salt pool. 

/ 

g 

Figure 10: Tbc blue line represents the combination of radial and axial segregation [5] on the partial atomie 
Dysprosium pressure at the axis ofthe lamp. Tbc line starts at about 0.3. The upward trend is due to less 
radial segregation and the dip is caused by axial segregation. The red line is tbc Fisher curve described in the 
previous section. 
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Chapter 3 Instrumentation 
In this chapter, the author will explain the absorption instrumentation used to measure the number 
density of ground state Dysprosium atoms. The lamps that will be investigated are listed in Table 
7. This chapter will also explain how to calculate the number density from the data the setup 
collects. This section will not describe the complete experimental setup. The author points to 
literature for further details [1] [2] [3] [4] [5], but the laser absorption setup will bedescribed in 
detail. Por the list of measurements dorre during the PFC, the author points to Appendix E. 

Table 7: Lamps measured in PFC. 

Lampnumber Mercury filling in mg nHg in lOL:) m-:5 
29 10 0.97 
38 5 1.45 
79 7.5 1.93 

Global view of PFC setup 
The actual experiments are preformed with an experimental setup, which is designed and build by 
the university workshop GTD in cooperation with the laboratory automation group of physics 
BLN, both ofthe Eindhoven University ofTechnology. At the military airbase of Bordeaux in 
June 2004, the experiment was used to gather absorption data in its thinl parabalie flight 
campaigu (PFC). Previous experiments were in April 2003 and October 2003 under supervision 
of prof. G.M.W. Kroesen. This setup, schematically shown in Figure 11, was originally designed 
as a prototype for the model that went to the International Space Station ISS in 2004. The setup, 
therefore, had to be very light and compact. 
The PFC model holds 20 experimentallamps ( 4) in a carousel. In Appendix D, the lamps that 
were used in the PFC are listed. A color camera (3), an Echelle-type emission spectrometer (6-10 
and 13) and a tunable diode laser absorption spectrometer (1,2,11,12) can examine the lamps one 
by one. 
Compared to previous PFC's, the place at which will be measured is 4mm lower along the axis of 
the lamps. This is 4mm from the center of the bumer, 5mm above the lower electrode and 8mm 
from the salt pool. This is schematically shown in Figure 12. 
On previous PFC's, the color camera has been used in the research of Frank van den Hout [4]. 
Guido Schiffelers [3] and Pim Kemps [5] have used theemission spectrometer and the absorption 
spectrometer is used by Danny den Akker [2]. 
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I) diode laser 
2) lens laser setup 
3) colour camera 
4) experiment I amp 
5) beamspli tter 
6) lens emission setup 
7) mirror 
8) filterwbeel 
9) entrance slit 

10) Echellegrating 
11) interference filter 
12) diode array 
13) CCD camera 

--r--::- 1 
@ 

Figure 11: Schematic of the measuremeot iostrumeotatioo of the PFC setup designed by tbe GTD group of the 
TUle. 

8mm 

N .,. 
8 
8 

Figure 12: Schematic of the lllD lamp sbowiog the widtb, leogtb, electrode heigbt, the measuremeot positioo 
(dashed lioe) aod the saltpool in the bottorn corners. 

The PFC setup, pictured in Figure 13, is controlled by 2 laptops also visible in the photograph in 
Figure 3 and a Sacher controller rack and a PhyDAS rack, which are positioned in part 1 of 
Figure 13 and pictured in Figure 14. 
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The laptop above part 2 in Figure 13 will be called laptop A. With this laptop, the carousel is 
rotated in order to change lamps, lamps are started, different powers up to 150W can be applied 
to the lamp, filters for the emission spectrometer are changed and the co lor camera is operated. 
The other laptop, which will be called laptop B, is used to control some parameters for the laser 
and emission setup. 

Figure 13: Drawing ofthe PFC setup. 

Figure 14: Photograph of a side ofthe PFC setup at which the SACHER controller rack and the PhyDAS rack 
are located. 
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Laser absorption setup 
The absorption setup consists of a tunable diode laser [17] that emits light at about Sm W of 
power with a wavelengthof about 642.19nm, which is the absorption line ofthe ground state 
Dysprosium atoms in question. The laser beam passes some lenses, the IllD lamp and an 
interference filter as pictured in Figure 15. Finally, the laser beam hits the detector, which is an 
array of photo diodes that counts the number of photons it collects. H there are ground state 
Dysprosium atoms present in the plasma, some photons will be absorbed and less photons will be 
collected on the detector. 

cra;s-section 

laser lens I lens 11 

bumerand 
outer balloon 

lensm 

interterenee 
filter 

diodearray 

Figure 15: Schematic of tbc optica) system of tbc absorptioo setup. Witb a ray trace program, tbc laser beam 
is pictured goiog tbrougb tbc buroer. Witb tbc ray trace program, a ooe oo ooe relatioosbip between the ray 
tbrougb the buroer aod tbc detector positioo cao be determioed. 

The interference filter Iets light with certain wavelengths pass, as shown in Figure 16. This means 
that there will also be photons that are emitted by the plasmaand not only from the 642.19nm 
line that hit the detector when the lamp is tumed on. For this fact will be corrected in the data 
analysis. 
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Figure 16: Transmittaoce ofthe interference ftlter in the PFC setup. 

The detectorconsists of32 evenly spaeed photo diodes. However, due to the lens formation, the 
lateral positions in the burner ofthe lamp are not evenly spaced. By means ofray tracing, the 
dependence, shown in Figure 17, between the photo diode and lateral position Xtat is given. 
Detector number d = 0 is the center diode. The fifth order pol ynomial fit of the points is: 
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Figure 17: The lateral position from the center ofthe burner versus the detector number counted from the 
center diode. The last point atx~a1 = 3.28mm is the maximum distance from the center measurable. 
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Ray tracing calculates the path of a beam of light, using optical refraction equations, not the thin 
lens equations. Because the laser has a certain beam width, aberrations appear. Figure 18 shows 
that the beam width leads to a crossing of lines, so the one on one relationship mentioned above 
is broken, i.e. Figure 17 becomes invalid. 

Figure 18: Schematic of rays ofligbt, coming from above, passing the burner. Tbe picture is made with a ray 
tra<.-e program. The picture shows aberrations caused by a widened laser beam. 

The laser diode is an optical resonator, which has multiple modes that are amplified. The 
difference in frequency between the modes is given by 

c 
Ó.V=-

2n/ 
(25) 

with n=3 .66 the refractive index of GaAs and I::::: 300~m the length of the op ti cal resonator. If the 
laser is operated at 642nm, the spacing between modes is about 0.2nm. The width of a mode is 
typically in the order of 1 04 nm, which makes this laser capable of performing absorption 
spectroscopy on -0.4nm wide lines. 
Toselect a mode the laser is tuned with an extended/extemal cavity, known as a 'Littman 
configured wavelength selection' configuration, which is pictured in FiFe 19. Note that by 
extending the cavity, the spacing between modes decreases to about 10- nm. The mirror guides 
the first order of diffraction on the grating back into the laser cavity. The photons ofthis beam 
will be multiplied, so only one mode is multiplied by a constant (gain) higher than one and the 
laser will be operating in single mode. The exit beam is the zeroth order of diffraction on the 
grating. Applying a voltage between 0 and 100V to the piezo element changes both the 
orientation ofthe mirror and the length ofthe cavity. This means shifting both the red and blue 
line in Figure 20. 
The shift ofboth the red and blue lines, shown in Figure 20, has to be synchronized otherwise 
mode hops will appear. A mode hop is when the laser jumps from one cavity mode toanother (LU 
::::: 1 o-2nm) resulting in a change in wavelength that is not continuous. 
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Exit beam 

Figure 19: Schematic ofthe extended/extemal cavity tuning the laser [17]. A change in position ofthe mirror 
changes both the length ofthe cavity ofthe laser and the angle the light hits the grating. 
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Figure 20: Possible modes in the cavity with a grating selecting one [17]. 
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Operating the laser 

Cavity mode shift I I Grating shift I 
i i 

Length of the cavity I I Angle of the tnirror I 
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Figure 21: The laser operating system. With below the dasbed line the instrument settings and above the line 
the results of these settings. Cl and C2 are couplings. Cl is a mechanical coupling and is always present. C2 is 
an electrooical coupling, which cao be turoed on and off. The goal is to syochronize the cavity mode shift and 
the grating shift. Th is is done by tb ree input parameters that control the cavity shift and one input parameter 
cootrolling the grating shift. 

In Figure 21 , the scheme that explains the operating system ofthe laser is shown. The goal ofthe 
operating system is to have a synchronized shift of the cavity mode and the grating. With a 
synchronized shift, h.d and h,o from the abso:rption equation (3) are measured on the 642.19nm 
abso:rption line. 
The cavity mode shifts, ifthe length ofthe cavity changes. The three parameters cantrolling the 
cavity length, i.e. the offset temperature, the laser current and the piezo voltage, have to vary such 
that they keep up with the grating shift, controlled by only one parameter, i.e. the piezo voltage. 
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Through the computer, the PhyDAS rack and the Sacher control rack, the three parameters ofthe 
laser system, i.e. the temperature of the active region of the laser, current through the laser diode 
and piezo voltage, can be adjusted. 
The laser temperature must fust be set to a certain operating temperature, which is done with the 
Sacher control rack. This operating temperature is controlled by a Peltier element. In our 
experiments, the operating temperature is set at 30°C. 
Next, the 642.19nm absorption line mustbe found by setting the piezo voltage. Changing the 
piezo voltage on the Sacher controller rack changes both the lengthof the cavity and the angle of 
the minor, because they are mechanically coupled, as shown in Figure 19 and Cl in Figure 21. 

To extend the range ofthe mode hop free zone, the cunent is electronically coupled to the piezo 
voltage, C2 in Figure 21. The current heats the active region ofthe laser somewhat so the length 
of the cavity increases and a better synchronization between the shifts is accomplished. 
The drawback is that this electronic coupling imposes a limit to the maximum scanning range, 
called the span, this is due toa minimum and maximum current at which the laser operates [18]. 
The minimum current of about 29mA is the threshold current at with the laser starts lasering. 
There have to be enough exited electrous for the gain to be larger than one. The laser's maximum 
current is SOmA, because the semiconductor would degrade very fast if operated at higher 
currents. 
Our system limits us, due to the coupling of current and voltage to a 40V scan, ju st enough to 
scan the mean part ofthe 642.19nm absorption line of Dysprosium. The result of a change from 0 
to lOOV in the piezo voltage is a change in wavelength ofthe exit beam of up to 0.5nm. 
In Figure 22, the signal on the detector when the lamp is off is shown. The shape of the signa! is 
triangular, because of the current coupling. If the cunent is raised the power of the laser also 
rises , resulting in more signal on the detector. When the current decreases, the power ofthe laser 
also decreases. Keep in mind that the line shape is therefore scanned twice. 

Above 'Measurement channel' in Figure 22, the piezo voltage and the piezo span are set. It is 
best to set the piezo voltage to zero, because it is easier to control the parameter with one 
instrument, i.e. the pot meter on the Sacher control rack. The piezo span is set to 4.000V and with 
the amplifier in the Sacher control rack this results in a triangular signal on the piezo with a span 
of40V. 
The Sacher control rack controls the offset voltage applied to the piezo. This voltage is the offset 
above which the 40V span is put. The piezo voltage can therefore be set to a maximum of 80V 
because the piezo cannot handle voltages above 120V. The rack also controls the cunent for the 
laser diode. 
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Improvements 
Compared to previous experiments, the author has made an important but simple improvement. A 
shutter has been placed between the fust and second lens ofFigure 15 in onler to block the beam, 
when performing an emission measurement. In previous experiments, the laser was tumed on and 
off in order to perform emission measurements. The change was made because the laser system 
will slow start until a thermal equilibrium is established in the laser diode, which can take some 
tens of seconds. During this time, it is not possible to do absorption measurements. 
A software update can beseen in Figure 22, a screenshot oflaptop B. In the bottorn left graph the 
four lines represent measurements on different photo diodes. In previous PFC's, only one line 
could be monitored. lt was considered best to monitor more lines in the graph. The diodes can be 
selected with the four numbers in the boxes undemeath 'Measurement channel' . 
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Figure 22: Screenshot oflaptop B controlling theemission and absorption measurements. 
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Data handling 
In order to calculate the density profile, the absorption equation (3) is needed. The inputs of the 
equation are multiple scans at different lateral positions ofthe line shape ofthe optica! transition 
with.A. = 642.19nm and background measurements at these positions. 
In this section, the author will take the reader through the steps of data processing and in 
Appendix B the ORIGIN scripts, which do the actual work are listed. 

Step 1: The measurements 

In Figure 23a, both a measurement ofthe optical transition and a background measurement of 
one lateral position are displayed. Because the voltage varies in time, the time axis could have 
been replaced by a wavelength axis. Due to the in time triangular shaped voltage applied to the 
piezo ofthe laser, the wavelength ofthe laser will fust increase foliowed by a decrease ofthe 
wavelength. The transition point is at about t = Oa.u., the line shape is therefore scanned twice, in 
mirror image of each other. The increase and decrease in signal is, as mentioned above, due to 
current coupling. An increase in piezo voltage results in an increase in the current ran through the 
laser, which increases the power of the laser. 

Step 2: Synchronization 

A problem is that the transition from increasing to decreasing wavelengtbs is not exactly at t = 
Oa.u., this means that the wavelengtbs ofboth lines at for example t = lOOa.u. in Figure 23a are 
not equal. The lines will, therefore, be shifted so the maximum ofboth lines in Figure 23a are at t 
= Oa.u. Ho wever, due to the high noise level of the lines, an FFT filter must first be used. This is 
a low pass filter, to get rid ofthe noise. The result ofthe FFT filter is pictured in Figure 23b. The 
shift ofFigure 23a is pictured in Figure 23c. 

Step 3: Clearing noise 

The raw signal must fust be centered before the final FFT filtering, because there is a continuous 
triangular signal on the piezo and parts of a previous or next triangle would otherwise be 
included, as shown by the arrowin Figure 23b. 
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Figure 23a to d: Part one ofthe conversion of measurement data into number densities in lamps. 

Step 4: Correcting for emission 

A detector continuously receives light emitted from the lamp, a constant must, therefore, be 
subtracted from the FFT filtered absorption measurement. The emitted light is not only from the 
642.19nm line, the interference filter in the setup has a width of about 4nm, as mentioned in 
Chapter 3 'Laser absorption setup' , so the assumption made in Chapter 2 'Absorption 
spectroscopy', i.e. that theemission the spectralline in question is negligible, is still valid. The 
result of this correction is displayed in Figure 24a. 
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Step 5: Line shape determination 

By dividing the two lines in Figure 24a, the absorption line shapes, pictured in Figure 24b, are 
calculated. In the Figure 23a tod and Figure 24a and b, the negative times are increasing 
wavelengths, the positive times are decreasing wavelengths, as explained in Step 1. 
The line shape in Figure 24c is calculated by averaging the mirror image of the line shape on the 
left hand side with the line shape on the right hand side. This line shape is the term between 
brackets on the left hand side ofthe absorption equation (3). 

Step 6: The Ie ft hand si de of the absorption equation 

The absorption equation (3) states that the naturallogarithm ofthe line shape ofFigure 24c has to 
be calculated, which results in Figure 24d. The absorption equation (3) also states that this result 
must be integrated over the wavelengths. 
The parameter A of the Lorentz function (26) gives the area undemeath Figure 24d. 

(26) 

A Lorentz is therefore fitted through the Iine in Figure 24d. This is done because complete scans 
ofthe line shape were not obtainable and by fitting the Lorentz; the remairring parts (the wings) 
of the line shape are included. 
Note that the Lorentzian is chosen because it gives a good fit, Figure 24c and d are not Lorentzian 
in nature, as explained in Chapter 2 'Line broadening'. The line shape at a particular radius is 
probably a Lorentzian, but this cannot be measured. What is measured is the absorption line 
shape at the end of a line of sight, which a different thing. 
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Figure 24a to d: Part two oftbe conversion of measurement data into number densities in lamps. 

b 

cl 

Steps 1 to 6 describe the gatheling of only one point in Figure 25. This process has to be repeated 
for another 31 lateral positions in order to obtain the information needed in the term on the left 
hand si de of the absorption equation (3 ). 
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Step 7: Clearing faulty points 

In Figure 25, some points are deleted, because due to the aberrations discussed in Chapter 3 
'Laser absorption setup ', these points are from other lateral positions and shall therefore be 
disregarded. 

Step 8: The right hand si de of the absorption equation 

The radially resolved absolute number density of ground state Dy atoms in the bumer of the HID 
lamp can be determined by fitting the remairring points with Abel polynomials (fn(x)'s), convert 
the time axis of Figure 24d into wavelengtbs and multiply by the constauts on the right hand side 
ofthe absorption equation (3). 
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Figure 25: Part tb ree ofthe conversion of measurement data into number densities in lamps. 
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Comparing fitting procedures 

fu Figure 26, the number density versus the radius in the bumer of the 5mg Hg filled lamp is 
shown. The figure holds three lines representing the three different fitting procedures. The 
simplest fitting procedure was also used in the section above, it discards all an 's from the 
absmption equation (3) except for a0 and uses R* insteadof R. With this fitting procedure, the 
average number density within the radius of molecular formation R* is calculated. This means the 
absorption equation (3) becomes: 

À4 A 
pq pq g P aofo(x) 
4nv gq 

with * * -R ~ x ~ R (27) 

and 

with 0 ~ r ~ R* (28) 

The a0a2a3 fit discards all but ao, a2, a3 and uses R*, soa density profile versus the radiusris 
calculated. The absorption equation (3) becomes: 

with * * -R ~ x ~ R (29) 

and 

with O ~ r ~ R * (30) 

fu the a0a2a3 fit with a boundary condition BC, the same parameters as in the a0a2a3 fit are 
calculated, but the condition that at R* the density should be zero is included, i.e. 

(31) 
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Figure 26: The number density of ground state Dy atoms versus the radius of the Smg Hg fdled lamp. The 
three lines represent tb ree different fitting procedures. A different radius of molecular formation for each of 
the lines is determined, fortheaO fit R' = 3.14mm, for tbe a0a2a3 fit is R' = 3.14mm and for the a0a2a3 fit 
witb BC R' = 3.3mm. 

Figure 26 shows a dramatic change in the density plot, which is due to the application ofthe 
boundary condition. Tbe boundary condition gets rid ofthe infinitely steep slope at R*. The 
dramatic change is due to the basis of eigenfunctions, which is too small. The rim at R* is too 
steep fora third order polynomial to handle and the fit becomes unreliable. This is an important 
discovery, because it was believed to be the case that the density of Dysprosium atoms would 
more gradually decline. 
From the above we conclude that the a0a2a3 fit is the most realistic one, it is an improverneut of 
the aO fit. However, because only few data points are available (Figure 25), the stability ofthe aO 
fit is considered better than the a0a2a3 fit. lt is therefore considered best to use the aO fit in 
comparing difti:~rent gravitational conditions, which will be dorre in the next chapter. In the future, 
ifmore data points in the lateral direction are available, radially resolved density profiles could 
be determined with the absorption equation (3 ). 
We can still conclude from the density profile resulting from the a0a2a3 fit that at the center, the 
density is lower thanjust before R*, which is due to radial segregation, ionization and excitation 
ofthe Dysprosium atom. In the centerofthe discharge, temperatures are higher, so more atoms 
will be ionized and excited. 
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Chapter 4 Results 

Startop phase of a lamp 
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Figure 27: The startop phase ofthe 7.5mg Hg HID lamp in which two parabolas are present. To increase the 
clarity of the graph, the error bars are absent. The average error is about 5 percent. 
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In Figure 27, the average number density within the radius of molecular formation R* of the 
startup ofthe 5mg Hg tilled HID lamp is displayed. Unfortunately, there is a parabola during the 
time of startup. However, by comparing the fi.rst parabola with the second, starting at about t = 
190s, a rise time in the order oftens of secouds is still apparent. 
When starting an HID lamp, it takes some time forthe additive to end up in the plasma. The long 
diffusion time along the axis ofthe lamp ofDyi3 (Table 5) is not the cause ofthe slow rise, 
because convection disperses the Dyl3, which is a much fasterprocess (rconvection;::::; 0.1 s). From 
Figure 27, we conclude that it takes time for the energy balance of the bumer to settie and a time 
constant can be linked to this process, which is at least in the order of tens of secouds. 

Number density versus time 
Before going into details about radial and axial segregation, the absolute number density of 
Dysprosium will be linked to the cold spot temperature. This is done to validate the absorption 
equation (3). 
The average number density within R* versus time is pictured in Figure 28 and shows that during 
the tirst lG phase for the lOmg Hg tilled lamp, the number density is about 2.8*1021m-3. Due to 
radial and axial segregation, the partial Dy h density is probably higher. How much higher is not 
k:nown, ifthe varlation is less than a factor of3 Table 2 shows that this corresponds toa cold spot 
temperature of about 1090 to 1120K, which is the assumed temperature ofthe cold spot of llOOK 
[22]. The factor is assumed using Figure 10. The variations in atomie Dysprosium pressures 
differ not more than a factor of 3. We therefore conclude that with the absorption equation (3 ), a 
new and useful tool in examining plasmas is available. 

For the rest of this chapter the effect of radial and axial segregation will be studied. 
Untortunately, it is not possible to give a number density plot versus gravity. The 20s of OG and 
2G are not enough to end up in equilibrium in the bumer ofthe lamp, because some processes in 
the lamp are too slow. Examples of these slow processes are the time constant discussed in the 
previous section and the diffusion ofDyl3 and Dyz1;. Note that this is the reason experiments 
were performed in the internationalspace station ISS. 

Normal 1 G condition 

The three lamps in Figure 28 probably have different cold spot temperatures, because they are all 
operated at 150W, but have different amounts ofradiating particles in the discharge. Radiation is 
loss ofenergy so the temperature ofthe system (ofwhich the cold spot is a part) will therefore be 
different. 
Different mercury tillings result in different convective speeds in the lamp, more convection 
corresponds to less radial segregation and more radiating particles. 
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Different mercury fillings also mean different radial and axial segregation situations (Figure 6, 
Figure 8a and Figure 10). This in turn means that at equal cold spot temperature, different 
amounts of Dy atoms will be present in the discharge. 
In order to compare the three lamps, the number density is normalized by dividing the number 
densities by the number density it had during 1 G. The result of the normalization is shown in 
Figure 29. 

First hyper G condition 

Figure 29 shows that the number densities of all three lamps increase at the transition from 1 G to 
2G. This corresponds to less radial segregation (Figure 6) and a change from profile C to profile 
B in Figure 9, which means a decreasing axial segregation parameter and less axial segregation. 
Figure 8b shows that a decrease in axial segregation parameter with increasing G forces is 
possible, if the lamps are situated on the right hand si de of the Fisher curve. On this side of the 
Fisher's curve, convection is dominant, which is in agreement with the diffusion and convection 
times estimated in Chapter 2 'Diffusion' and 'Convection'. The Dy atoms are carried further 
along the axis ofthe lamp by convection, before they pass the radius of molecular formation. 

A slow decrease in density is also present in the 2G phase. This is due to a change in the energy 
balance of the lamp. There is more atomie Dysprosium in the plasma, so more energy is lost due 
to radiation. In addition, there is more convection, which is also a loss term. These two effects 
cause the cold spot temperature to decrease with equal input power (150W). The change in 
energy balanceis essentially the same as the effect described in the section 'Startup phase of a 
lamp', i.e. establishing equilibrium in the bumer. If the 2G situation would be longer, it could be 
possible that the density ends up lower than it was in 1 G, regardless of radial segregation and 
their lower axial segregation parameters. 

Zero G condition 

At t = 45s in Figure 29, the gravitational condition is changed from 2G toOG. In zero G, radial 
segregation is maximalso fewer atoms are expected. In zero G À.= Om-1

, corresponding to profile 
A in Figure 9. The atomie Dysprosium will spread along the axis ofthe lamp. 
The density will drop, as pictured in Figure 29, because radial segregation is a relatively fast 
process. This is in agreement with the radial diffusion times of atomie Dysprosium (TDy dif.Jitsion:::::: 

0.1s). 
The increase of atomie Dysprosium density due to the effect of axial segregation and is delayed, 
because the Dysprosium can only spread evenly over the discharge by means of diffusion along 
the axis ofthe lamp. The bigger Dysprosium related molecules situated just above the cold spot 
must supply the extra Dysprosium atoms. These molecules will diffuse more slowly. Once the 
molecules are in a high temperature zone, they will dissociate and more Dysprosium atoms will 
be detected. 
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In Table 5, estimations of diffusion times along the axis ofthe lamp are given. The table shows 
that for Dyl3 and Dy21;, it will take 15 to 50s to travelalong the axis ofthe lamp. For lower 
density lamps, the diffusion will be faster, which is in perfect agreement with Figure 29. The 5mg 
mercury filled lamp appears to be on the edge of reaching equilibrium at the end of the zero G 
phase. 
The effect of the change in energy balance of the bumer is also expected in this phase, but the 
segregation processes overshadows this effect. 

Second hyper G condition 

At t = 70s in Figure 29, the gravitational condition changes from OG to 2G. Convection will start 
again, so less radial segregation is expected and the lamp will travel the Fisher curve (Figure 8b) 
to the right hand side and end up at a higher axial segregation parameter, i.e. a lower density in 
the lampand retuming to profile B in Figure 9. Because convection times areabout 0.1s, the 
change is faster compared to the transition from 2G to OG. Further conclusions cannot be drawn 
from this phase, because the airplane in which the experiments are perfunned is not kept at a 
stabie 2G during the secoud 2G phase. 
At t = 90s in Figure 29, the gravitational condition changes from 2G to 1 G and the discharge will 
increase radial segregation and settie to profile C in Figure 9. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusions and 
recommendations 
The following conclusions with respect to the measurement technique can be drawn from Chapter 
2, Chapter 3 and Chapter 4: 

The absorption equation (3), derived by the author gives results that can be linked to 
literature values. 
Absorption spectroscopy is an accurate measurement technique by which ground state 
Dysprosium atoms can be detected. 
The data analysis technique, developed by the author, is robust. By integrating over 
the absorption line, it does not depend on the broadening of the absorption line. 
The technique CANNOT be used if stimulated emission appears or if spontaneous 
emission is not negligible compared to the intensity ofthe laser. 

From the number density measurements presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, we can conclude 
that: 

The settling of the energy balance of the bumer of the lamp is a slow process. The 
time constant linked to this processis in the order oftens of seconds. 
We can see this effect at the startup ofthe lamps and at a gravitational transition, 
except for the transition from 2G to zero G. In zero G, slow diffusive effects 
overshadow this effect. 
The slope at the radius of molecular formation R* is too steep fora third order 
polynomial to handle. 
The radius of molecular formation is about 3.2mm in bumers with an inner radius of 
4mm. 
Radial segregation, ionization and excitation reduces the number density of ground 
state Dysprosium atoms at the axis of the lamp. 
The number density of ground state Dysprosium atoms is maximal just before R *. 
The three lamps are 'positioned' at the right hand side ofthe top ofthe Fisher curve, 
when gravity is 1 G or 2G. 
In OG, diffusion times of molecules determine the time it takes for the plasma to reach 
equilibrium and we saw that higher pressured lamps give longer diffusion times. 
The theocy derived by Fisher can explain axial segregation. 
lt is necessary to go to the ISS in order to examine HID lamps without convection and 
in equilibrium. 
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The author has the following recommendations: 
It could be of great interest to measure lamps with an Hg filling below 5mg and 
measure at the left hand side ofthe Fisher curve. ISS measurement are not needed for 
these experiments, because the 25s of zero G that can be obtained in PFC's should be 
enough to reach equilibrium. 
Computer simulations are needed to more accurately estimate diffusion and 
convection times. 
lt may be possible to perform measurements without current coupling. This extends 
the scanning range from 0.2nm to 0.5nm, but introduces mode hops. The mode hops 
are in the order of 0.0 lnm, which could be small enough to be neglected. hl order for 
this idea to be successful, the absorption and background measurements must be 
performed at the same time. The mode hops must appear at equal wavelengtbs in both 
measurements, because the signals must be divided in the data analysis. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A. Derivation of the a bsorpfion 
equation by Marc van Kemenade 

The intensity change of a beam of radiation passing through plasma, i.e. both abso:rbing and 
emitting medium, can be represented by the differential equation [8]: 

(Al) 

with lv(s) the speetral intensity ofthe beam (in wm-2sr-1Hz-1),jv(s) the plasma emission 
coefficient (in wm-3sr-1Hz-1

) and K(v,s) the absorption coefficient (in m-1
) for frequency v (in s- 1

) 

at location s (in m). In our case, the intensity from the laser is much higher than the emission by 
the plasma at the frequency in question.}v(s) is therefore neglected. 

(A2) 

with 

(A3) 

In equation A3 [8], the absorption coefficient is shown with h plank's constant, c the speed of 
light (in ms-1

), respectively Bqp and Bpq the Einstein coefficient for absorption and for stimulated 
emission, respectively nq and np the number density of particles in state q and p (in m-3

) and 
q1v(v,s) the line shape ofthe optical transition at frequency v (in s-1

). In Figure 30, a scheme with 
the three processes (i.e. spontaneous emission, absorption and stimulated emission) is shown 
between the two energy states. 
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1 

Figure 30: The three processes emission, absotption and stimulated emission between energy statepand q. 
With the slim arrow indicating the direction ofthe transition and the thick arrowthe photons emitted or 
absorbed due to the transition. 

For the line shape equation A4 holds [8]. 

(A4) 

Using the Einstein relations, i.e. 

(A5) 

(A6) 

with Apq the coefficient for spontaneous emission and respectively gq and gp the allowed number 
of states in energy state q and p, equation A3 yields 

(A7) 

The allowed number of states in an energy state can be determined with [8] 

g=2J+l (A8) 

In the next few lines, the explanation will be given to why the stimulated emission term from 
equation A7 is neglected. 
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In our case, state p and q have equal quanturn numbers J [13] and the number of states in these 
energy levels gp and gq are, therefore, also equal. If our lamps are in LTE, the Boltzmann 
distribution equation can be used 

(A9) 

which in our case becomes 

n = n ex{- E pq ) 
q P kT 

B 

(AlO) 

From equation AlO, we conclude that at T-0.5eV, nq will be about 2% ofnp. 
Our lamps are in fact in non-TLE in which this percentage is even smaller. Stimulated emission 
can therefore be neglected from equation A 7. This yields 

(All) 

This equation can be simplified even fluther by taking into account that for the spectralline 

with L1Àpq the full width of the line and Àpq the wavelength of the transition. 
Equation All can, therefore, be rewritten in 

K(v,s )= Snq (s }pv (V,s) 

with 

S=~gp A = A~q gP A 
8JW~q g q pq 8.n- g q pq 

and S = 2.65*10-9m2s-1 the line strength. 
Combining equation A2 and Al3 yields 

or 

(Al2) 

(A13) 

(Al4) 

(A.l5) 
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(A.16) 

To get rid ofthe line shape function, equation A.16 is integrated over frequency, yielding 

(A.17) 

Consider the plasmaand our measurement system, the plasma is assumed radically symmetrie 
and measurements are done at points along the x-axis, which means the laser beam has traveled 
through the plasma along the y-axis. Figure 31 shows a schematic. 

IJ x) x 

Figure 31: Schematic of the laser beam (red arrows) passing through the plasma in the bumer with radius R. 

Integrating equation A.16 over the line of sight gives 

.!.t(x) .!.t(x) 
2 ~ d lnl (y) 2 f f v dvdy = -s f nq (r )iy 
1 0 dy 1 

- l (x) - - l (x) 
2 2 

(A.18) 

With /(x ) the distance through the plasma. 
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(A.19) 

H equation A.20 is a continuous function, the integration variables on the right hand side of 
equation A.18 are allowed to switch [21]. 

(A.20) 

Equation A.20 is continuous, ifthe total abso:rption along the line of sight is not 100%. 

~ ( 
)} 

~I(x) 
~ I x 2 J v,d ( ) V =- 2S J nq (r )iy 
0 Jv,O X 0 

(A.21) 

with lv,o the intensity bef01-e entering the plasmaand lv,d the intensity on the detector, i.e. when 
the beam has passed through the plasma. Because our measurement system scans in wavelengths, 
equation A.21 is rewritten into 

(A.22) 

To calculate the number density from the measurements, a basis of eigenfunctions is needed. One 
possibility is using <1,r,?,r3

, •.. > from r = 0 tor= R, so: 

= 

nq(r)= Lanrn with 0 ::S r < R 
n=O 

Equation A.22 becomes 

with.fn(x) Abel polynomials ofwhich the first five are listed in Appendix B. Ifthe an's are 
known, so is the number density in the HID lamp. 

(A.23) 

(A.24) 

Another possibility is not to use the inner radius of the bumer R, but R* which is defined as the 
radius at which all Dysprosium atoms disappear. 
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Appendix B. Some Abel polynomials 

These are the fust five Abel polynomials [2]. 

(B.l) 

+ ( )- .!_ zl{.J Rz- xz + RJ .!.R.JRz- z 
Jl x - x 11 + x ' 2 x 2 

(B.2) 

(B.3) 

(B.4) 

J: ( )- 1 (R2 2J'2 2 2(R2 2J'2 4.JR2 2 x-- -x +-x -x +x -x 4 
5 3 

(B.5) 

And 
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Appendix C. Origin script files 
To calculate a density profile the following ORIGIN scripts [14], written by Marc van 
Kemenade, have to be executed: 

Script A on a background measurement, 
Script B on an absorption measurement, 
Script C, which is used by script B, 
Script D copies some windows, 
Script E copies some windows, 
Script F calculates the density profiles. 

Script A 

//Script A should be prefmmedon a window called RawBack and needs the templates Raw.OTW 
/land Max.OTW. The rawBack window is an imported background measurement file like 
/!Pro_2004_0608_112804.Abs. The outputs ofthe script are two windows, which should be 
//stored and used in script BIC. The windowsare called Max$(mm) and ProfileLamp$(mm). 

mm=15; 
1/mm is the number of the lamp 

win-t data "C:\Documents and Settings\S465013.TUE\Mijn 
documenten\Afstudeeropdracht\Origin functies\Raw.OTW" ResultFFT$(mm); 
//this command creates a worksheet from the template Raw.OTW, which is stored in 
/I C:\Documents and Settings\S465013.TUE\Mijn documenten\Afstudeeropdracht\Origin functies 

for(ii=1; ii<=33; ii++) 
{ wks.col$(ii).name$ = AC$(ii-1);} 
//this command renames the columns ofthe worksheet 

%(ResultFFT$(mm),1) = %(RawBack$(mm),l); 
//this command copies column 1 of worksheet RawBack$(mm) to ResultFFT$(mm) 

curve.smoothpts = 25; 
//this command sets FFT smoothing on 25 points before and aftera point 

for(ii=7; ii<=32; ii++) 
{ curve.data$ = %(RawBack$(mm),$(ii+1)); 
curve.result$ = %(ResultFFT$(mm),$(ii+ 1)); 
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curve.fftsmooth(); 
} 
I lhere the measurements are FFf smoothened 

win-t data "C:\Documents and Settings\S465013.TUE\Mijn 
documenten\Afstudeeropdracht\Origin functies \Max. OTW" Max.$(mm); 
//this is part of the output ofthe script. lt should be stored afterwards and used in script B. 
//in this worksheet we store the maximal values of each scan 

win-t data "C:\Documents and Settings\S465013.TUE\Mijn 
documenten\Afstudeeropdracht\Origin functies\Raw.OTW" Shifted$(mm); 
for(ii=1; ii<=33; ii++) 
{ wks.col$(ii).name$ = BC$(ii-1); } 

%(Shifted$(mm),1) = %(RawBack$(mm),1)- 654; 
1/row 654 has X=O 
for(ii=7; ii<=32; ii++) 
{ %(Max.$(mm),1 ,ii) = ii; 
limit %(ResultFFf$(mm),ii+ 1 ); 
XX= limit.imax.; 

//maximum of scan is set on row 654 
%(Max.$(mm),2,$(ii)) = xx; 
if (xx>654) { ss= xx-654; 

for(kk=1; kk<=l310-ss; kk++) 
//from 1310-ss the cells are empty 

{ %(Shifted$(mm),ii+1,kk) = %(RawBack$(mm),ii+1,kk+ss);} 
} 

if (xx<654) { ss= 654-xx; 
for(kk=l310; kk>=ss+1; kk--) 

I lbefore ss+ 1 the cells are empty 
{ %(Shifted$(mm),ii+ 1 ,kk) = %(Raw Back$(mm),ii+ 1 ,kk -ss); } 

} 
if (xx==654){ %(Shifted$(mm),ii+1) = %(RawBack$(mm),ii+1);} 

} 
//this part shifts the scans so the maxima are on X=O 

win-t data "C:\Documents and Settings\S465013.TUE\Mijn 
documenten\Afstudeeropdracht\Origin functies\Raw.OTW" ProfileLamp$(mm); 
//this is part of the output of the script. lt should be stored afterwards and used in script B. 
lilt stores the shifted and smoothened background measurement. 

for(ii=1; ii<=33; ii++) 
{ wks.col$(ii).name$ = Prof$(ii-1); } 

%(ProfileLamp$(mm),1) = %(Shifted$(mm),1); 
curve.smoothpts = 25; 1/FFfsmoothing on 25 points before and aftera point 
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for(ii=7; ii<=32; ii++) 
{ curve.data$ = %(Shifted$(mm),$(ii+l)); 
curve.result$ = %(ProfileLamp$(mm),$(ii+l)); 
curve.fftsmooth(); 

} 

Script B 

//Script B should be preformed on windowscalled Alto A12 and needs script C called 
//MasterFile.ogs. The A windowsare imported measurement files like 
/!Pro_2004_0608_112754.Abs. The outputs ofthe script are windowscalled Avaluel to 
//Avalue12. 

freq=3 *10"8/(642.19*10"( -9))"2; 
towavelength=(l/655)*( 40/100)*0.5*1 0"( -9); 
//freq and to wavelengthare to get a wavelength on the x axis 
mm=18; 
1/mm is lampnumber 
I lnn is filenumber 

for(nn=l; nn<=12; nn++ ){ 
run.section(C:\Documents and Settings\S4650 13 .TUE \Mijn 
documenten \Afstudeeropdracht\Origin functies\lab\bordeauxdata \MasterFile.ogs,SectionA); 

run.section(C: \Documents and Settings\S4650 13. TUE \Mijn 
documenten\Afstudeeropdracht\Origin functies\lab\bordeauxdata\MasterFile.ogs,SectionB); 

run.section(C: \Documents and Settings\S4650 13. TUE \Mijn 
documenten\Afstudeeropdracht\Origin functies\lab\bordeauxdata\MasterFile.ogs,SectionC); 

run.section(C: \Documents and Settings\S4650 13. TUE \Mijn 
documenten \Afstudeeropdracht\Origin functies\lab\bordeauxdata \MasterFile.ogs,SectionD); 

run.section(C: \Documents and Settings\S4650 13. TUE \Mijn 
documenten\Afstudeeropdracht\Origin functies\lab\bordeauxdata\MasterFile.ogs,SectionE); 

run.section(C: \Documents and Settings\S4650 13. TUE \Mijn 
documenten\Afstudeeropdracht\Origin functies\lab\bordeauxdata\MasterFile.ogs,SectionF); 
//creates Dip 

run.section(C: \Documents and Settings\S4650 13. TUE \Mijn 
documenten\Afstudeeropdracht\Origin functies\lab\bordeauxdata\MasterFile.ogs,SectionG); 
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//creates AvDip 

run.section(C:\Documents and Settings\S465013.TUE\Mijn 
documenten \Afstudeeropdracht\Origin functies \lab \bordeauxdata \MasterFile.ogs,Sectionl); 
//creates Ln 

run.section(C: \Documents and Settings\S4650 13. TUE \Mijn 
documenten\Afstudeeropdracht\Origin functies\lab\bordeauxdata\MasterFile.ogs,SectionJ); 
//creates A values with fitting 
1/run.section(C:\Documents and Settings\S465013.TUE\Mijn 
documenten \Afstudeempdracht\Origin functies \lab \bordeauxdata \MasterFile.ogs,SectionK); 
//creates Avalues with integrating 
//one must chose to run section J or section K 

run.section(C:\Documents and Settings\S465013.TUE\Mijn 
documenten\Afstudeempdracht\Origin functies\lab\bordeauxdata\MasterFile.ogs,SectionL); 
//deletes obsolete windows 

} 
//this section runs differentpartsof script C, storedas MasterFile.ogs in the folder C:\Documents 
/land Settings\S4650 13 .TUE \Mijn documenten \Afstudeempdracht\Origin 
//functies \lab \bordeauxdata. 

Script C 

//Script Cis activated by scriptBand performs operations on windowscalled Alto A12. The A 
I/windows are imported measurement files like Pro_2004_0608_112754.Abs. The script needs 
//the templates Temps.OTW, Raw.OTW, HaltRaw.OTW, FourthRaw and Avalues.OTW and the 
//output windows of script A Max$(mm) and ProfileLamp$(mm). The outputs of the script are 
I/windows called Avaluel to Avalue12. 

freq=3 *10"8/(642.19*10"( -9))"2 
towavelength= (11655)*( 40/1 00)*0.5*10"( -9); 
mm=18; 
1/mm is lampnumber 
nn=l; 
//nn is filenumber 

[SectionA] 
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//filenames starting with aT are Temporary 
win-t data "C:\Documents and Settings\S465013.TUE\Mijn 
documenten\Afstudeempdracht\Origin functies\Temps.OTW" T A$(nn); 
for(ii=1; ii<=33; ii++) 
{ wks.col$(ii).name$ = F$(nn)A$(ii-1); } 

for(jj=601; jj<=730; jj++) 
{ %(TA$(nn),1,jj-600) = jj; } 
for(ii=9; ii<=32; ii++) 
{ for(jj=601;jj<=730;jj++) 

{ %(T A$(nn),ii+ 1 ,jj-600) = %(A$(nn),ii+ 1 ,jj); 
}} 

[SectionB] 

//filenames starting with aT are Temporary 
win-t data "C:\Documents and Settings\S465013.TUE\Mijn 
documenten\Afstudeempdracht\Origin functies\Temps.OTW" TFFT$(nn); 
for(ii=1; ii<=33; ii++) 
{ wks.col$(ii).name$ = F$(nn)B$(ii-1); } 

%(TFFT$(nn),l) = %(T A$(nn),l ); 
curve.smoothpts = 25; //FFTsmoothing on 25 points before and a:fter a point 
curve.x$=%(T A$(nn),1 ); 
for(ii=9; ii<=32; ii++) 
{ curve.data$ = %(TA$(nn),ii+1); 
curve.result$ = %(TFFT$(nn),ii+ 1); 
curve.fftsmooth(); 

} 

[SectionC] 

I /file narnes starting with a S are Shifted 
win-t data "C:\Documents and Settings\S465013.TUE\Mijn 
documenten\Afstudeempdracht\Origin functies\Raw.OTW" SA$(nn); 
for(ii=1; ii<=33; ii++) 
{ wks.col$(ii).name$ = F$(nn)C$(ii-1);} 

%(SA$(nn),l) = %(ProfileLamp$(mm),l); //row 654 has X=O 
for(ii=9; ii<=32; ii++) //max oftriangle is set on mw 654 
{ limit %(TFFT$(nn),ii+ 1); 
xx = limit.imax + 600; //in sectionA 600 was substracted 
%(Max$(mm),3,ii) = xx; 
if (xx>654) { ss = xx-654; 

for(kk=1; kk<=1310-ss; kk++) //vanaf 1310-ss zijn cellen leeg 
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{ %(SA$(nn),ii+1,kk) = %(A$(nn),ii+1,kk+ss);}} 
if (xx<654) { ss= 654-xx; 

for(kk=1310; kk>=ss+ 1; kk--) //voor ss+ 1 zijn cellen leeg 
{ %(SA$(nn),ii+ 1,kk) = %(A$(nn),ii+ 1,kk-ss); } } 

if (xx==654){ %(SA$(nn),ii+ 1) = %(A$(nn),ii+ 1); } 
if (xx<=601ll xx>700) {mark -m %(SA$(nn),ii+1) -b 1 -e 1310;} 

} 

[SectionD] 

win-t data "C:\Documents and Settings\S465013.TUE\Mijn 
documenten\Afstudeeropdracht\Origin functies\Raw.OTW" FFT$(nn); 
for(ii=1; ii<=33; ii++) 
{ wks.col$(ii).name$ = F$(nn)D$(ii-1); } 

%(FFT$(nn),1) = %(SA$(nn),1); //this column will not be used 
curve.smoothpts = 25; /IFFTsmoothing on 25 points before and aftera point 
for(ii=9; ii<=32; ii++) 
{ curve.data$ = %(SA$(nn),ii+ 1); 
curve.result$ = %(FFT$(nn),ii+ 1 ); 
curve.fftsmooth(); 

} 

[SectionE] 

//filenames starting with a C are Corrected for background radiation 
win-t data "C:\Documents and Settings\S465013.TUE\Mijn 
documenten\Afstudeeropdracht\Origin functies\Raw .OTW" CFFT$(nn); 
for(ii=1; ii<=33; ii++) 
{ wks.col$(ii).name$ = F$(nn)E$(ii-1);} 

%(CFFT$(nn),1) = %(FFT$(nn),l); //this column will not be used 
forGj=9; jj<=32; jj++) 
{ background = 0; 
for(ii=161; ii<=180; ii++) 
{ background += %(FFT$(nn)jj+ 1 ,ii) - %(ProfileLamp$(mm)jj+ 1 ,ii); } 
for(ii=1131; ii<=ll50; ii++) 
{ background += %(FFT$(nn),jj+ 1 ,ii) - %(ProfileLamp$(mm),jj+ 1 ,ii); } 
background = background/40; 
for(ii=1; ii<=1310; ii++) 
{ if (%(FFT$(nn),jj+ 1 ,ii)>O) %(CFFT$(nn),jj+ 1 ,ii) = %(FFT$(nn),jj+ 1 ,ii) - background; } 

} 

[SectionF] 
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win-t data "C:\Documents and Settings\S465013.TUE\Mijn 
documenten\Afstudeeropdracht\Origin functies\Raw.OTW" Dip$(nn); 
for(ii=1; ii<=33; ii++) 
{ wks.col$(ii).name$ = F$(nn)F$(ii-1); } 

%(Dip$(nn),1) = %(CFFT$(nn),1); //this column will not be used 
forGj=9; jj<=32; jj++) 
{ for(ii=1; ii<=1310; ii++) 

{ if (%(CFFT$(nn),jj+ 1,ii)>O && %(ProfileLamp$(mm)jj+ 1,ii)>O) %(Dip$(nn)jj+ 1,ii) = 
%(CFFT$(nn)jj+1,ii) I %(ProfileLamp$(mm)jj+1,ii);} 
} 

[SectionG] 

win-t data "C:\Documents and Settings\S465013.TUE\Mijn 
documenten\Afstudeeropdracht\Origin functies\HaltRaw.OTW" AvDip$(nn); 
for(ii=1; ii<=33; ii++) 
{ wks.col$(ii).name$ = F$(nn)H$(ii-1); } 

for(ii=1; ii<=655; ii++) 
{ %(AvDip$(nn),1,ii) = ii-1;} //this column will not be used 
forGj=9; jj<=32; jj++) 
{ for(ii=1; ii<=655; ii++) 

{ %(AvDip$(nn)jj+1,ii) = ( %(Dip$(nn),jj+1,ii) + %(Dip$(nn),jj+1,1310-ii))/2; } 
} 
mark -d %(AvDip$(nn),1) -b 631 -e 656; 
mark -d %(A vDip$(nn),1) -b 1 -e 260; 

[Sectionl] 

I/- dip voor het fitten met een gauss A geeft de opp. onder de gauss 
win-t data "C:\Documents and Settings\S465013.TUE\Mijn 
documenten\Afstudeeropdracht\Origin functies\FourthRaw.OTW" Ln$(nn); 
for(ii=1; ii<=33; ii++) 
{ wks.col$(ii).name$ = F$(nn)J$(ii-1); } 

for(ii=1; ii<=370; ii++){ 
%(Ln$(nn),l,ii) = ii;} 

forGj=9; jj<=32; jj++) 
{ for(ii=1; ii<=370; ii++) 

} 

{ if(%(AvDip$(nn),jj+ 1,ii) > 0) { %(Ln$(nn)jj+ 1,ii) =-In( %(AvDip$(nn)jj+ 1,ii) ); } 
} 
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[SectionJ] 

win-t data "C:\Documents and Settings\S465013.TUE\Mijn 
documenten\Afstudeeropdracht\Origin functies \A va1ues.OTW" Avalue$(nn); 

for(ii= 1; ii<=2; ii++) 
{ wks.col$(ii).name$ = F$(nn)K$(ii-1);} 

nlsf.dataBegin= 1; 
nlsf.dataEnd=370; 
nlsf.dataStep= 1; 
nlsf.func$="lorentz"; 
nlsf.x$=%(Ln$(nn), 1 ); 

for(ii=9; ii<=32; ii++ ){ 
%(A value$(nn), 1 ,ii)=ii; 
if( %(Ln$(nn),ii+1)l= ){ 

} 

limit %(Ln$(nn),ii+ 1 ); 
itop = limit.imax; 
xtop = %(Ln$(nn),1,itop); 
nlsf.begin( ); 
nlsf. y$=%(Ln$(nn),ii+ 1 ); 
nlsf.p1=0; 
nlsf.p2=xtop; 
nlsf.p3=120; 
nlsf.p4=20; 

nlsf.lb2=xtop-1 0; 
nlsf.ub2=xtop+ 10; 

nlsf.v1=0; 
nlsf.v2=1; 
nlsf.v3=1; 
nlsf.v4=1; 

nlsf.iterate(20); 
if(nlsf.nlter==20) { type "to few iterations"; } 
%(A value$(nn),2,ii)=nlsf.p4; 
nlsf.end( ); 
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} 
%(Avalue$(nn),2) *= towavelength*freq; 

nlsf.cleanUpFitData( ); 
nlsf.unlnit( ); 

for(ii= 1; ii<=32; ii++) 
{ if( exist(NLSF$(ii))==2 ) 

{ NLSF$(ii)! Page.CloseBits=2; 
win -ca NLSF$(ii); 

} 
} 

[SectionK] 

win-t data "C:\Documents and Settings\S465013.TUE\Mijn 
documenten\Afstudeeropdracht\Origin functies \A values.OTW" Avalue$(nn); 
for(ii=1; ii<=2; ii++) 
{ wks.col$(ii).name$ = F$(nn)K$(ii-1); } 

for(ii=9; ii<=32; ii++ ){ 
%(Avalue$(nn),1,ii)=ii; 
if( %(Ln$(nn),ii+ 1) != ) 
{ limit %(Ln$(nn),ii+ 1 ); 

} 
} 

top = limit.imax; 
%(Sum,1)=sum( %(Ln$(nn),ii+ 1) ); 
%(Avalue$(nn),2,ii) = %(Sum,1,top) * 2; 

%(Avalue$(nn),2) *= towavelength*freq; 

[SectionL] 

window -c T A$(nn); 
window -c TFFT$(nn); 
window -c SA$(nn); 
window -c FFT$(nn); 
window -c CFFT$(nn); 
window -c A vDip$(nn); 
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window -c Ln$(nn); 
window -c Grap hl; 

window -a Dip$(nn); 
window -i; 
window -a Avalue$(nn); 
window -i; 

Script D 

/ffhis script copies the Avalue windows into one window called Aas$(ft). 
11 Aas$(ft) is a window with 13 rows and 33 columns. 

ff=l; 

%(Aas$(ft),l) = %(Avaluel,l); 
wks.col$(l).name$ = Detnrf$(ft); 
for(ii=l; ii<=12; ii++){ 

wks.col$(ii+ l).name$ = Af$(ft)n$(ü); 

%(Aas$(ft),ii+ 1) = %(Avalue$(ii),2); 

} 

Script E 

/ffhis script copies the Aaswindows into one window called AllAas. 
/ffhe AllAas window has 32 rows and 86 columns. 
//Column 2 has to be used to couvert the detector number into postions in the lamp (in m). 

wks.col$(l).name$ = Detnr; 
wks.col$(2).name$ = LatPos; 
%(A11Aas,l) = %(Aasl,l); 

forGj=l;jj<=7;jj++) { 
ff=jj; 

for(ii=l; ii<=12; ii++){ 
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wks.col$((ff-1)*12+ii+2).name$ = Avalue$((ti-1)*12+ii); 

%(Al1Aas,(ff-1)*12+ii+2) = %(Aas$(ft),ii+1); 

} 

} 

Script F 

/ffhis script gets the density profiles from the AllAas window and is put in the window Result. 
/ffhe script uses a user defined function called userl. 
/ffhe Result window has 84 rows and 5 columns. 

S=2.65e-9; 

nlsf.dataBegin=1; 
nlsf.dataEnd=24; 
nlsf.dataStep= 1; 
nlsf.func$="user1 "; 
nlsf.x$=%(Al1Aas,2 ); 

for(ii= 1; ii<=84; ii++) 
{ %(Result,1,ii) = ii; 
nlsf.begin( ); 
nlsf.y$=%(A11Aas,ii+2); 
nlsf.p 1=0.00282; 
nlsf.p2=10"12; 

} 

nlsf.v1=1; 
nlsf.v2=1; 
nlsf.iterate(20); 
if(nlsf.nlter==20) { type "to few iterations"; } 
%(Result,2,ii) = nlsf.p2/(2 *S); 
%(Result,3 ,ii) = nlsf.e2/(2 *S); 
%(Result,4,ii) = nlsf.p 1; 
%(Result,5,ii) = nlsf.e1; 
nlsf.end( ); 
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Appendix D. Occupation of the 20 carousel 
positions during the PFC 

Table 8: Carousel tilling durlog PFC of June 2004. 

Burner diameter 

car. position lampnr. He(me) Additive "4mm" "8mm" 

1 F71 5,30 Ce DGA 
2 -
3 70 0,75 Dy x 

4 73 2,00 Dy x 
5 74 2,00 Dy x 

6 -

7 -
8 -
9 -

10 -
11 -

12 -

13 78 7,50 Dy x 
14 29 10,00 Dy x 
15 38 5,00 Dy x 
16 26 10,00 Ce x 
17 -
18 79 7,50 Dy x 
19 30 10,00 Dy x 
20 41 5,00 Dy x 
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Appendix E. The measurements performed 
during the PFC and used in this thesis 

Table 9: Measurements used in thesis. 

Lamp Mercury Date of Starting time of End time of 
number dose inHID measm-ement measurements measurements 

Lampinmg 
38 5 June 8 2004 11.38.01 11.43.52 
79 7.5 June 9 2004 10.30.40 10.33.36 
29 10 June 8 2004 10.45.34 10.48.32 

Appendix F. Spectroscopie data of 
Dysprosium 

Table 10: Spectroscopie data on Dysprosium [13]. 

Atomie number 66 
Atomie mass 162.5u 
Upper energy level of 1.930239eV 
Absorption line 
J value of upper level 8 
Lower energy level of Oe V 
Absorption line 
J value oflower level 8 
Transition wavelength Àpq 642.19nm 
Transition probability Apq 1.615*10:'s-1 

Oscillator strength f 9.99*104 

------~--~ 

lonization energy 6.82eV 

Time of 
background 
measurement 
11.43.54 
10.36.32 
11.48.33 
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Table 11: Partition sum of Dysprosium at ditTerent temperatures [12]. 

T(K) Q(T) 
2500 19.6 
3000 21.1 
3500 24.5 
4000 27.9 
4500 34.1 
5000 40.3 
5500 50.7 
6000 61.0 
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